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For better end-of-life care,
everywhere.
Our new slogan tells our story in a simple and effective way
If you’ve received previous editions of 'Sunflower', you’ll
notice that we’ve given it a fresh and contemporary design
makeover. But the more eagle-eyed will have seen something
else: our logo has some new words attached.
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e’ve added the term ‘For
better end-of-life care,
everywhere’ as a simple and clear
explanation of what the Irish
Hospice Foundation (IHF) does.
The reason for this is that we’re
so active in many different ways,
with hospices, at home, and in
hospitals.
With hospices
Today end-of-life care,
compassion and

In this issue:

understanding reaches
far further than just
hospices. Yet, while
the availability of
hospices has grown,
we’re still lobbying
for more. The
demand for good
end–of-life care is growing – we
expect over 12,500 people to
need hospice care by 2016, so
we’re working with local groups
to lobby for new hospice services
in those areas where access is very
limited. I hope you agree with
us – where you live shouldn’t
dictate the care you receive. These
hospice services will deliver care
in the hospice, in the community
and for many many more – in
their homes.

l Transforming
end-of-life experiences
in hospitals

l Securing our
future with
your legacy

At home…
Our Nurses for Night Care
service offers expert care, support
and reassurance at night time
to people with illnesses other
than cancer which enables more
people to fufill their wish to
die at home with dignity. 66%
of us want to die at home but
only 25% do so at present.
Similarly, our Hospice Home
Care for Children programme
is available to the many Irish
families who sadly lose a child to
a life-limiting illness each year.
There are 1,400 children living
with life-limiting conditions
and 350 children die every year,
most within the first year of
life. Also with our Palliative
Care for All programme, we’re
helping those with advanced
illnesses experience the
best quality end of life
possible – your illness
shouldn’t dictate the
care you need.
l Boost for
dementia care

We want to extend the availability
of programmes like Nurses for
Night Care, Hospice Home Care
for Children and Palliative Care
for All which bring care directly
into people’s home. We’re also
examining the possibility of
more services such as emergency
support for home carers.
In hospitals…
And as its name indicates,
Hospice Friendly Hospitals is
our programme to ensure that
people reaching the end of their
lives in the busy surroundings
of acute hospitals experience as
much dignity and comfort as
possible. The majority of people

die in some form of hospital
and almost one in two deaths
occur in an acute hospital. As
well as working with staff in
acute hospitals to ensure they
have the skills and knowledge to
deliver excellent end-of-life care
we are also introducing physical
improvements thanks to the
Design & Dignity Grant Scheme
(more of which you can read
about further on).
Finally, our Think Ahead
programme is giving everyone,
everywhere an opportunity to
record exactly how they want
their end-of-life care managed.
We are also helping people cope

Think Ahead
By Denis Desmond, General Secretary,
Retired Teachers’ Association of Ireland.
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e all want to feel that we have left our affairs
in order and we have not left our loved ones
to make difficult decisions without knowing what we
would have wanted. Think Ahead can give us this
opportunity.
Think Ahead is an initiative to guide
members of the public in discussing and
recording their preferences around end of
life in the event of an emergency, serious
illness or death when they may be unable
to speak for themselves.

with bereavement and grieving
with the help of books, leaflets,
videos and training programmes
as unfortunately 290,000 of us
must learn to live without a loved
one every year.
This issue of 'Sunflower' gives a
taste of the many positive steps
and initiatives that the Irish
Hospice Foundation has achieved.
And, of course, none of this has
been possible without the support
of generous people like you.
Please feel free to get in touch
with your experience of hospice
and hospice care – we would love
to hear from you.

who are healthy and those living with illness. Ideally,
this is something that we would do while healthy
and then go on with living our lives, revisiting our
preferences over the years to make sure that they
continue to express our current wishes.
In addition to enabling people to express their care
preferences, the Think Ahead form allows people
to record the location of key legal and financial
documents and preferences such as organ donation
and a hospital post-mortem in the event of their death.
Through the experience of filling in a Think Ahead
form, I have thought about what I would like for the
future and talked to my loved ones to make sure they
know my wishes. I’m encouraging you to do the same.
For more details see www.thinkahead.ie
or contact Sarah Murphy: 01 679 3188.

Think Ahead is for everyone, young and old, those

A year to gather. A year to reflect.
To mark The Gathering Ireland 2013, the Irish Hospice Foundation is publishing a book,
entitled The Gathering, Reflections on Ireland, which will feature a beautiful collection of
stories, reflections and photographs capturing an extraordinary year. This book will be a
unique momento of this national celebration of Ireland, its people and our diaspora and
will be available in September 2013. All proceeds will go to the Irish Hospice Foundation.
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For more details, visit www.thegatheringbook.ie

From principle to practice
More hospitals are now
benefitting from the
hospice approach
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e’re delighted to report that excellent progress
is being made by Hospice Friendly Hospitals,
our programme to encourage Irish hospitals to
embrace hospice principles. Here are just some
recent developments that are now helping healthcare
professionals, patients and their families.

A new haven of calm in
St James’s Hospital Dublin

A

n equally positive development has taken place
in the Emergency Department of St James’s
Hospital, Dublin. Also funded by the Design &
Dignity Grant Scheme, two family and viewing
rooms provide a space for privacy and calm in a busy
Emergency Department.
This will allow families to have precious time with
their loved one in a dignified space.
Prof Patrick Plunkett, Consultant in Emergency
Medicine sees real value in this. When formally
opening the new facility, he commented: “Despite the
ever-present noise and bustle of a busy Emergency
Department, there is a need for quiet and reflection,
as people come to terms with life-changing events,
especially the death of a loved one.”

Sandra Daly, CEO, MUH with RTE’s Maura Derrane &
Michael O’Reilly, Chair, IHF

Transforming end-of-life experiences
in Cork and Dublin

A

redesigned and refurbished mortuary was
opened in the Mercy University Hospital
(MUH) in Cork on the 20th of March by RTE’s
Maura Derrane. The new mortuary is the first to
be completed under the Design and Dignity Grants
Scheme which is an initiative of the Irish Hospice
Foundation, through the Hospice Friendly Hospitals
Programme, in partnership with the Health Service
Executive. It offers two viewing areas for families
and has been beautifully designed to offer a place
of sanctuary, both for patients who have died in the
hospital and their bereaved loved ones.

A new practical guide for healthcare
professionals

I

n April, we launched a new resource for doctors
and other healthcare staff involved in the care of
dying patients in hospitals. The End-of-Life Care
Map provides practical advice on issues such as
recognising a progressive deterioration in health,
communicating in difficult circumstances and caring
for a deceased patient.

Opening the new facility, Maura commented: “Saying
goodbye in a beautiful space such as this can only
be a source of comfort for people starting on a
bereavement journey”.
MUH Chief Executive Office, Sandra Daly echoed
this: “When the patient reaches that final step, they
will now arrive in a place of peace and reverence
where the dead and bereaved are respected”.

Senator Jillian van Turnhout with Dr Regina McQuillan,
a Consultant in Palliateive Medicine who launched the
End-of-Life Care Map.

A great result over two days!
is a real grassroots movement as
communities endeavour to ensure
that local services are in place
when their loved ones, friends
and neighbours are at their most
vulnerable”.

Sharon Foley, CEO, IHF with 5 year old twins Keelin & Patrick O’Farrell
& RTE’s Mary Kennedy

Yet again, Hospice
Sunflower Days
made the summer
even brighter
Since 1990, Hospice Sunflower
Days are one of the biggest and
brightest days of our year. They’re
when Ireland proves just how
generous it can be in its support of
local hospice services in Ireland.
On the 14th and 15th of June this
year, volunteers across Ireland

were out selling an array of
sunflower merchandise – from
sunflower pins to shopping bags
and sunflower emblem bracelets.
In keeping with the philosophy
that ‘all funds raised locally stay
locally’ money that was raised
over the two days goes towards
local hospice services.
RTE’s Mary Kennedy launched
the event this year and summed
up why Sunflower Days mean
so much to people around the
country: “Hospice care in Ireland

The launch of Hospice Sunflower
Days was also marked with
presentation of awards to
‘Sunflower Heroes’. In place for
four years, this initiative honours
the work of volunteers throughout
the country, who work tirelessly
on behalf of their local hospice
service.
The Irish Hospice Foundation
coordinates the event on behalf of
the hospice movement nationwide.
And to everyone who has bought,
sold or been involved in Hospice
Sunflower Days this year, we
would like to say a massive
‘thank you’.

A very welcome boost for dementia care
By Sharon Foley,
CEO Irish Hospice Foundation

T

he Irish Hospice Foundation recently
received a significant donation from Atlantic
Philanthropies. In response, we’re launching a €1.5m
appeal to match these funds. Among the many
aspects of our work that these funds will help to
develop is our dementia palliative care programme.
Dementia is unique when compared with other lifelimiting diseases because the palliative care approach
should be introduced early. The person with dementia
can then engage meaningfully in discussions about
their future care needs and how they can be delivered.

Dementia is also highly stigmatised and dementia
services are under-resourced and under-developed.
The needs of people with dementia can be complex
and it can be difficult for them and their families to
navigate the range of health services they need.
For this reason, the palliative approach to dementia
care involves supporting both the person with
dementia and their family. It seeks to address and
relieve pain, distress and discomfort and help the
person to live as well as possible, for as long as
possible.
With the number of people in Ireland diagnosed with
dementia expected to rise from about 41,447 in 2006
to 140,580 by 2041, developing services in this area
is an urgent and important goal.

In great
company!
A number of companies and
organisations have donated a
great deal of time, effort and
expertise finding imaginative
ways to fundraise for the Irish
Hospice Foundation. We’d like
to say a huge ‘thank you’ to
each and every one of them!
• Mundipharma from Sandyford,
Dublin gave a fantastic €10,000

towards our Primary Palliative
Care programme.

raised a huge €660 from a talentfilled assembly of music and song!

• 14 independent local stores
raised a huge 35,000 through
NISA’s Making A Difference
Locally (MADL) charity.

• The Health Services Staffs Credit
Union generously donated €3,000
towards a reprint of our ‘Irish
Stories of Loss and Hope’ book.

• Superdrug have selected the Irish
Hospice Foundation as their charity
partner for two years.

• And a huge Thank You to
Kingspan for sponsoring our
Cycle Challenges for an incredible
fourth year!

• Ulster Bank’s new appeal called
‘One Week in June’, saw customers
and staff fundraising in support of
eight chosen charities including us!
• Deansrath Community College

And...Gaelectric has nominated the
Irish Hospice Foundation as their

charity of the year for 2013/4 –
more news in the next edition!

Your Legacy can make a lasting impact

L

egacies (gifts in Wills) are a vital source of funding for the Irish
Hospice Foundation, and, by remembering us in your Will you
can help ensure that our work will continue to benefit people with
life-limiting illnesses, and their families, for generations to come.
Many people can afford to give more in their Will than they ever
could when they are alive. We know decisions regarding your Will
deserve serious thought. We have a dedicated Legacies Officer,
Maria Caldwell, who can provide you with further information on
leaving a gift in your will to the Irish Hospice Foundation.

No sleeping on the job!
Pyjama Day 2013 is a
wide-awake success!

You can call Maria on
01 679 3188 or email
legacy@hospicefoundation.ie
More information is available at
www.hospicefoundation.ie/
fundraising/legacies

So we would like to
say a massive thanks
to everyone in Early
Childhood Ireland and
the kids, parents and
childcare professionals who really
know how to put the fun into
fundraising!

S

year, we’ve raised €193,000
thanks to National Pyjama Day
– and those funds will be a huge
boost to our Hospice Home Care
for Children programme.

This year, on the 8th of March
kids all over Ireland put aside
their usual clothes and donned
their PJs for the day. So far this

Rita Melia, Head of Membership, ECI and children from Deansrath
Child & Family Centre

ince its establishment in
2003, National Pyjama Day
organised by Early Childhood
Ireland (ECI) has raised over
€1.73 million for children’s
charities in Ireland. And for the
last three years, the funds raised
have gone to our Hospice Home
Care for Children Programme.

A full calendar – get involved!
We’ve a lot going on and loads to look forward to in the coming weeks and months. If you can
participate in any of the events that the Irish Hospice Foundation is involved in, please do – even if
you’re just cheering on from the sidelines!

Women’s Mini Marathon:

Loop The Loop Cycle
Challenge:
28th September

3rd June
A big thanks to everyone who
took part in aid of the Irish
Hospice Foundation on the
3rd June.

The 25th ‘Loop The Loop
Cycle Challenge’ takes place
in September commencing in
Kilrush. www.looptheloop.ie

The Gathering
Charity Run:
1st September
We’re delighted to be involved
in The Gathering Charity
8k Run in Leopardstown
Racecourse, Dublin.

The Kingspan IHF
Atlantic to Med Cycle
Challenge:
21st - 27th July
More than 60 cyclists will
be taking on the Kingspan
IHF Atlantic to Med Cycle
Challenge to raise substantial
funds for our Nurses for Night
Care Programme.

Tour de Frank:
24th - 25th August
Join the Mimnagh family’s
cycle from Ferns, Co. Wexford
to Killyclogher, Co.Tyrone
in aid of the Irish Hospice
Foundation, the Marie Curie
Cancer Care and Palliative
Care Omagh.

Team Sunflower Pedal
Power / Race Around
Ireland:

28th October
Contact Amy on 01 679 3188
for your fundraising pack!

Nearest The Pin:
Up to 13th November

15th September
For the third year, the
Sunflower Pedal Power Team
will enter the Race Around
Ireland in September in aid of
the Irish Hospice Foundation.

Ireland’s Biggest
Coffee Morning:
19th September
In aid of local hospice services.

www.irelandsbiggestcoffee
morning.ie

The Irish Hospice Foundation (IHF) is a
national charity dedicated to all matters
relating to dying, death and bereavement
in Ireland.
The Irish Hospice Foundation Morrison Chambers (4th Floor)
32 Nassau Street, Dublin 2
T: (01) 679 3188 F: (01) 673 0040 Email: info@hospicefoundation.ie
Charity No: CHY 6830

Dublin Marathon:

Our National Nearest-the-Pin
Competition is in its 9th year!
Any golf club or society can
get involved.
More information on all
these events can be
found at
www.hospicefoundation.
ie/fundraising/events
or call us on 01 6793188

Go to www.hospicefoundation.ie to learn more, to
read our annual report, to find out about our events,
and to sign up to receive updates on our work.
You can follow us on:
facebook.com/IrishHospiceFoundation
twitter.com/IrishHospiceFR

